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Introduction
The future of cyber conflict goes far beyond the mouse and keyboard, or even ones and zeroes. As a domain, cyber spans the spectrum of conflict, from low-level information warfare to multi-domain hot wars with cyber operating in tandem with air, land, sea, and space. Cyber attacks increasingly have life or death consequences, as mission-critical functions increasingly connect to global networks. Cyber operations frequently exploit new systems critical to national security (Fidler 2017). Cyber literacy, once relegated to technical specialists, is now a capability required across the defence community. Decision-makers up and down the chain of command will need the ability to quickly comprehend, assess, and communicate cyber priorities and cyber-security concerns. Success in this cyber-enabled conflict depends upon the ability to rally around a solid doctrinal foundation for robust cyber decision-making.

To meet the needs of a changing and increasingly complex environment, the defence community should rally around a set of principles for cyber decision-making. The Information Security Practice Principles fill a serious gap in contemporary cyber-security doctrine and should serve as the highest tier of analysis for all defence cyber decision-making (Jackson, Russell & Sons 2017). While not sufficient for comprehensive cyber security, the adoption of the Principles is necessary for the defence community to continue to achieve its mission in an increasingly connected, complex, and vulnerable operational environment.

This article identifies the contemporary trends that will make cyber security an increasingly prominent challenge for the defence community in the near and mid-term future. It then introduces
the Information Security Practice Principles, discusses the research and development that went into the Principles, and examines how the Principles can be used by the defence community to offset the trends identified.

**Contemporary Trends Will Make Cyber Security and Resiliency More Difficult in the Future**

Trends with momentum today will serve as the foundation for the challenges of tomorrow, and managing the following trends will be essential to cyber decision-making: (1) the increasing attack surface and complexity of the battlespace for cyber conflict, (2) the increasing influence of non-defence actors on defence decision-making, (3) the increasing necessity of cyber literacy up and down the chain of command, and (4) the continuing importance of non-cyber interests in cyber decision-making.

It is tempting to hypothesise about technological game changers—artificial intelligence, quantum computing—and how they will revolutionise cyber security. The authors take a more pragmatic approach. As a baseline, they do not assume that contemporary cyber-security challenges will be resolved by a sea change in technology, policy, or international relations. They also do not assume that cyber defence will catch up to cyber-offensive innovation or investment anytime soon. Nor do they assume that the longstanding trend lines underlying cyber security will change course.

**The attack surface and complexity of the battlespace is increasing**

The contemporary battlespace is undergoing a substantial expansion in both attack surface and complexity, and current trend lines suggest that this is going to get much worse. Nearly every conception of future conflict expects far greater reliance on networked operational systems, and most long-term research and development plans assume some version of a ‘connected battlespace’, in which networked technology serves as the backbone for advanced warfighting (Lagrone 2016). The logic behind this development is straightforward: greater connectivity of combat systems enables a tremendous increase in combat capabilities, particularly as combat grows increasingly reliant on autonomous, semi-autonomous, and remotely-controlled warfighting technologies. Warfighters of the future will be more reliant on machines than ever before, serving as “quarterbacks setting up the play, while the rest of the team—the machines—carry it out” (Lapowsky 2017).

This surge in capabilities comes with a surge in vulnerabilities, as the connectivity that facilitates this new paradigm necessarily expands the scale, complexity, and attack surface for hostile cyber operations to exploit. Cyber attackers already enjoy an asymmetric advantage built around asynchronicity, near-instant timescales, and a global Internet (Phillips 2012). Expanding attack surface and complexity gives attackers more points of attack and more cover under which to hide. Cyber security fundamentally suffers when the defenders cannot keep up with the size and complexity of the systems they are tasked with defending. And as defenders fall behind, attackers thrive. After all, defenders need to protect the entirety of their systems, whereas attackers may need only one flaw.

Moreover, as weapons increasingly look like computers, they are increasingly vulnerable to cyber-disruption, just as computers are. While cyber attacks have historically been constrained to traditional computer networks, the explosion of Internet-of-Things (IoT)-style networked devices
means that cyber vulnerabilities will arise from nearly every part of the connected battlespace, thus creating a veritable hackers’ playground. In the past, even if computer networks went down, the warfighters’ weapons would still fire. The dramatic expansion in the use of networked technologies in previously analogue systems dramatically increases the potential impact of cyber attacks.

This expansion of the military attack surface in many ways mirrors the advent of the ‘total war’ in the 20th century. Airplane mobility opened up the economic foundries supporting nation-states’ war efforts as legitimate targets, which fundamentally reshaped the conception of the military battlespace. As in the total war, the recent expansion in networked technology has opened new avenues of attack, which has targeted the defence industry’s increasing reliance on private-sector infrastructure. As with the total war, cyber conflict will require not only the defence of the connected battlespace, but also the defence of large swathes of the private sector and the non-defence public sector.

*Presidential policy directive* 63 established the importance of critical infrastructure for US defence and national security, and began the long and difficult task of attempting to secure this infrastructure from cyber attack (White House 1998). Developments such as the Defense Critical Infrastructure Protection Program re-emphasise the importance of private infrastructure on the performance of defence systems (Government Accountability Office 2008), and an ever-increasing number of private-sector entities are proving critical for national security (White House 2013). Protecting this wider array of defence-adjacent industries is already a daunting task, and the scale and complexity of the infrastructure needing protection is only likely to increase in the future.

The increasing importance of private-sector-controlled infrastructure is also a manifestation of the second trend highlighted here: the growing influence of non-defence perspectives on defence cyber decision-making.

**The influence of non-defence actors is increasing**

Defence decision-makers are increasingly looking to non-defence sectors as a model for cyber decision-making on issues ranging from increasing reliance on commodity Information Technology (IT), to adopting non-defence risk-management and risk-governance frameworks, to shifting business practices toward those utilised by Silicon Valley. This greater reliance on non-defence perspectives in security-critical areas raises a host of challenges, particularly considering the commercial private sector’s poor track record on cyber security.

The increasing influence of and reliance on non-defence actors is perhaps best seen in the increasing utilisation of private-sector commodity IT. The quintessential example is the smartphone. Commercial smartphone technology has seen tremendous advances. It makes sense that the defence community would take advantage of this powerful technology. The commercial private sector is renowned for its potential to innovate new capabilities, and often these capabilities overlap with the needs of the defence community. Nevertheless, the increasing outsourcing of IT manufacturing raises substantial cyber-security concerns. For instance, identifying and securing the complete chain of custody for each IT component has made supply-chain security a prodigious cyber-security problem (Baldwin 2014). Considering the loss of the ‘trusted foundry’, the increasing globalisation of the IT supply chain, and the substantial increase in the use of networked
IT discussed above, the cyber security of nearly every aspect of the connected battlespace should be called into question (McCormack 2016).

This trend goes beyond adopting technology, as the defence community increasingly looks to Silicon Valley for business practices and processes to spur rapid innovation. The Defense Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx), the US Department of Defense (DoD) Rapid Innovation Fund, the Defense Innovation Board, and the DoD Strategic Capabilities Office all share the mindset that concerted, rapidly-paced development projects will be central to strategic advantage. This mindset can be seen filtering down through the larger defence Research and Development (R&D) apparatus. By modelling the development practices of Silicon Valley, these organisations hope to more rapidly bring novel capabilities to operational usage. Yet as history has taught, this speed often comes at the expense of cyber security. By adopting this approach to system development, these organisations may be baking in architectural vulnerabilities in technologies that will threaten mission success for years to come. Although the business practices of Silicon Valley may offer tremendous benefit to the defence community, these practices will also need to incorporate foundational security considerations.

Finally, the influence of non-defence perspectives is seen with the US Department of Defense’s recent move to adopt the cyber-security standards developed by the Department of Commerce’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Since the passage of the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) in 2002, NIST has generated the cyber-security standards utilised by the federal government—apart from ‘national security systems’—collectively referred to as the Risk Management Framework (RMF). In 2014, NIST and private-sector stakeholders also developed and published the private-sector-focused Cybersecurity Framework (CSF). In 2014, the Department of Defense announced its intention to adopt RMF and move away from the previous Defense Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Program (DIACAP) standards (Department of Defense 2014). And most recently, President Trump signalled that the federal government would begin looking to use CSF as the primary framework governing cyber security, with uncertain ramifications for the defence and intelligence communities (White House 2017).

While there is much to be explored regarding the effectiveness and efficiency of NIST’s cyber-security approaches, the single most important point for the defence community is that these frameworks were developed by and for non-defence organisations. NIST’s directive in FISMA explicitly excluded national security systems, and the expertise at NIST has never been considered to extend to defence. The frameworks themselves are ill-suited for the needs of combat systems, as both frameworks operate primarily by prescribing generic control sets based on blunt determinations of risk. As applied, auditors rarely embrace a genuine risk-management approach to cyber security and treat the control sets as massive checklists. Indeed, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (DASD) for Systems Engineering (SE) Kristen Baldwin recently laid out the shortcomings of using RMF to operationalise security for weapons systems, a task neither RMF nor CSF was designed to do (Baldwin 2017).
The importance of cyber literacy up and down the chain of command is increasing

Cyber issues have steadily grown in importance in the defence community: cyberspace is the fifth domain of conflict (‘War in the fifth domain’ 2010); cyber capabilities are cited as a potential third offset (Livingston 2016); the US Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has been a combatant command since 2009; and cyber policy issues are frequently addressed by the president. This trend is not isolated to the community of cyber specialists. From the on-the-ground warfighter making tactical calls to flag officers determining broader strategy, all decision-makers need to be able to identify, think about, and communicate cyber-security concepts, concerns, and priorities in a way that is simple and widely understood.

Despite this clear need for widespread cyber literacy, few tools exist to aid decision-makers in understanding and translating cyber issues. At its core, cyber security suffers from a basic translational problem, as the widespread need for cyber literacy is met primarily with narrow, technical language about ‘controls’. These controls, although critical to effective cyber security, can be difficult even for technically savvy personnel to fully grasp and apply to tasks such as mission planning, system design, and policy making. Understanding how control sets implicate broader organisational concerns has been an enduring struggle in cyber security.

The current approach to this translational problem relies on frameworks to structure control selection for senior leadership, often without allowing for meaningful consideration of what controls do, why they are important, or what trade-offs they entail. Despite incorporating terms such as ‘risk management’, these frameworks have, in practice, trended toward compliance because decision-makers do not have the tools to contextualise individual controls in the broader organisational mission. While cyber-security frameworks are not without value, they do not help decision-makers think critically about cyber security.

Conversely, the standards and policies set at the senior leadership level can be equally difficult to distil into technical or procedural requirements. High-level policy language, although superficially appealing, is rarely clear as to how it translates into the realities of hardware, code, and human behaviour. The practical effect of this communication breakdown is that the on-the-ground engineers and operators are left to interpret what they believe constitutes ‘adaptive’ or ‘resilient’, whereas management doubles down on the standards that can be enforced: specifically, compliance-oriented control sets.

Finally, the importance of cyber literacy is reflected in the broader push toward developing a culture of cyber security and resilience. A recurring recommendation from the Defense Science Board has been the need to develop cyber proficiency even among non-cyber professionals, with emphases on training, education, and developing a culture of security (Defense Science Board 2013). These recommendations reflect the growing importance of cyber issues for a wide range of decision-makers, as well as the importance of embedding cyber literacy throughout the defence community. Cyber security needs a baseline of cyber literacy that is accessible and meaningful from the technical and tactical level up to senior leadership. While specialised training will always be important for specific issues, framing those specialised trainings in terms that are universally understood will help break down organisational silos and make cyber security a unified organisational effort.
Cyber security will not be the controlling interest

Finally, despite cyber security’s growing importance, it will continue to be balanced against other competing interests and higher-order concerns. Cyber security is a means to support and ensure the needs of the mission and will always be just one factor in a multi-factor calculus. Indeed, the trends identified above, although problematic from a cyber-security perspective, may represent reasoned trade-offs between the benefits of increasing capabilities and the drawbacks of increasing vulnerability. However, it is not clear that the current approach to cyber decision-making reflects this reasoned, nuanced perspective. The authors’ goal is not to upend existing trends, but to ensure that the cyber-security concerns they present are fully considered. The importance of these balancing decisions necessitates a robust and adaptable methodology for considering cyber security’s competing interests, where the trade-offs are clearly identified and explicitly considered.

Cyber Decision-Making from First Principles

To respond to these structural trends, this article proposes a model for cyber decision-making based on first principles: specifically, the Information Security Practice Principles, which are hereafter referred to as simply the ‘Principles’. The Principles are a foundational analytical tool for addressing cyber security. They fill a serious gap in cyber doctrine and will prove particularly important for the defence community where the stakes are high, the potential adversaries are many, and complexity and rapid change are the norm. The Principles are evidence-based, universal, scalable, and actionable. They can also form the foundation for all cyber decision-making activities.

This section introduces the Principles, briefly discusses the research methods and their origin, and explains why the Principles will be particularly valuable for decision-making in future conflicts. The section concludes by providing an in-depth discussion of how the Principles can be applied to defence cyber decision-making.

The seven Principles and the questions they address (see Appendix A) are as follows:

1. **Comprehensivity** – Identify and account for all relevant systems, actors, and risks in the environment. “Am I covering all of my bases?”

2. **Opportunity** – Take advantage of the actor relationships, material resources, and strategic opportunities available in the environment. “Am I taking advantage of my environment?”

3. **Rigor** – Specify and enforce the expected states, behaviors, and processes governing the relevant systems and actors. “What is correct behavior, and how am I ensuring it?”

4. **Minimization** – Minimize the size, quantity, and complexity of what is to be protected, and limit externally facing points of attack. “Can this be a smaller target?”

5. **Compartmentation** – Isolate system elements, and enable and control the interactions that are strictly necessary for their intended purposes. “Is this made of distinct parts with limited interactions?”

6. **Fault Tolerance** – Anticipate and address the potential compromise and failure of system elements and security controls. “What happens if this fails?”
7. **Proportionality** – Tailor security strategies to the magnitude of the risks, accounting for the practical constraints imposed by the mission and the environment. “Is this worth it?”

**Development**

The Principles were developed by a multidisciplinary team of technical, policy, legal, and process experts at Indiana University’s Center for Applied Cybersecurity Research (CACR). This team’s purpose was to identify the underlying and invariant principles informing information security—those which have guided information-security decision-makers across technologies, sectors, and epochs. Information security is not a solved problem. It is a dynamic, multi-disciplinary domain, in which defenders are tasked with complex decision-making scenarios. Despite this inherent complexity, the information-security canon focuses on highly-detailed, narrowly-applicable, and highly-prescriptive resources. Resources of this kind can be valuable, particularly when best practices are well-defined, but they do not help anyone learn to think like an information-security practitioner.

At the outset of their research, the authors discovered many traces and partial attempts to articulate cyber first principles. They found many discussions of principles that only pointed to security controls, truisms, or restatements of ‘best of the best’ practices. They could not find an authoritative source on cyber security’s first principles, so they set out to research and develop these principles themselves.

The baseline criteria established to qualify as ‘principles’ were (1) the Principles must be grounded in prior work; (2) the Principles must guide decision-making; (3) the Principles must predict and describe security outcomes; (4) the Principles must be internally consistent; and (5) the Principles must be generally applicable across time and space. Based on these criteria, the authors conducted an exhaustive literature review of information security and related fields, and iteratively refined their work until settling on the current selection of principles.

As such, the Principles do not purport to be a ‘new’ development in information security, strictly speaking. Rather, they are a collection and meta-analysis of the scope and history of information-security resources, distilled into a discrete, comprehensive, concrete, and practical set of imperatives. The Principles can be found in the wisdom of ancients, dating back to Sun Tzu, as well as in the newest information-security best practices. While the existence of these Principles is not new, their articulation is.

**Attributes**

The criteria the authors set for the Principles gives them a number of attributes that will likely become increasingly important for future conflict. First and foremost, the Principles are universal and timeless and, therefore, generally applicable across time, space, and domain. Put simply, the Principles do not go out of date or become obsolete. Specific technologies, best practices, and frameworks may come and go, but the Principles offer a methodology that will always be meaningful and will always serve as a jumping-off point for more narrow cyber-security practices in the future.

Second, the Principles guide decision-making. A recurrent shortcoming of other sources identified in this research was that they were not actionable. These other principles would state broad, policy-
oriented goals, but would not specify how the practitioners must or should carry them out. For instance, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) established ‘Democracy’ as a principle, stating that “[t]he security of information systems and networks should be compatible with essential values of a democratic society” (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 2002). Although a noble goal, such a principle is difficult to implement at a practical level.

By contrast, the Information Security Practice Principles are designed specifically to guide decision-making. Each principle is structured as an imperative, which instructs practitioners how to implement it, and each principle is paired with a ‘self-question’, which provides a simple rhetorical device for practitioners to ask themselves to help determine if they are correctly considering the scope and breadth of the principle. Perhaps more importantly, the Principles can be used in real time, which allows for detection of, responses to, and recovery from emerging incidents before they escalate. While more sophisticated decision-making processes will require more specialised training to tackle all of the nuances presented, the baseline Principles-assessment provides a robust and meaningful methodology for assessing cyber-security concerns.

Third, the Principles create an intellectual foundation for confronting the unknown. They offer a grounded foundation for confronting future uncertainty through adherence to timeless principles. They also present a mental model, and their use is fundamentally about structuring human decision-making to benefit security.

Finally, the Principles can be utilised in combination with other competing interests. Although discrete, they are not to be taken in isolation. Each of the Principles has numerous interactions with the others; and by considering the Principles in concert, decision-makers are able to quickly and effectively consider high-level trade-offs and priorities. For instance, when ‘resilience’ is of particular importance, the principles of Compartmentation, Fault Tolerance, and Rigor must be given particularly strong weight. The reasoning here is straightforward: resilience assumes a world in which adversarial accesses and exploits are unavoidable and prioritises continued operability in the face of attack. Compartmentation enables this by creating systems that prevent the compromise of one element from spreading further than necessary; Fault Tolerance does so by anticipating failures and enacting appropriate safeguards; and Rigor does so by building processes that quickly and effectively respond to attacks and remediate those vulnerabilities. While each principle provides meaningful analysis, understanding these high-level interactions allows decision-makers to discuss cyber priorities and trade-offs in a way that is easily grasped, but highly probative for those who have to implement their policies.

The Defence Community Should Adopt the Information Security Practice Principles as the Highest Tier of Analysis for Cyber Decision-Making

An army of principles can penetrate where an army of soldiers cannot.
—Thomas Paine

This article’s core recommendation is that the defence community should incorporate the Principles into the highest tier of cyber decision-making. The Principles fill a void in the field of cyber security by offering foundational first principles and represent a powerful addition to the
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defence community’s cyber decision-making needs. The authors believe the Principles should be adopted for five chief reasons: (1) the Principles provide a common language for cyber security; (2) the Principles provide a tool to adapt to a connected battlespace; (3) the Principles will help manage the growing influence of non-defence actors; (4) the Principles are readily adopted; and (5) the Principles make room for non-cyber priorities. As the future becomes increasingly susceptible to technological disruption, decision-makers need a source to look to that is valuable in any scenario, for any technology, and in the face of profound uncertainty. The Principles fill this niche perfectly and offer the defence community a foundational baseline for all of their cyber decision-making needs.

The authors expect the Principles to be supplemented by a wide range of more specialised and detailed training, policies, and implementation tools, some of which are in development. By utilising the Principles as the foundational analysis, decision-makers will be able to ensure that these more specialised documents fit together to build a broader, more cohesive cyber-defence strategy.

The Principles will provide a basic common language for cyber security

The Principles offer a common language with which all decision-makers can discuss cyber security. Specific cyber-security challenges share commonalities that are universal to the discipline. For instance, most major data breaches represent a failure of Compartmentation, in which a single vulnerability proved sufficient to grant an attacker extensive access to the underlying system. The Principles state these commonalities explicitly, such that specific security concerns can be understood in terms that are universally meaningful. This universality makes the Principles ideally suited for translating between the wide variety of actors with cyber-security concerns. Senior leadership and technical specialists do not need to understand the intricate details of each others’ work. They only need to understand each others’ high-level concerns and how they intersect. By abstracting away the details and fixating on the fundamentals, the Principles provide a simple mechanism for translating cyber security across all of the defence community and enabling commanders’ intents (Storlie 2010; Shattuck 2002).

The Principles’ value as a common language is key to addressing the expanding role that cyber security will play in a wide range of non-technical positions. Cyber security has never been exclusively a technical endeavour, but the future will bring about a significant expansion of cyber-security concerns for non-cyber roles (for example, commanders in joint operations in which cyber is one domain). The Principles address this growing need by providing a simple and straightforward lexicon for non-cyber decision-makers to contextualise and communicate cyber issues. Soldiers will need to communicate quickly and effectively about threats and opportunities they are faced with; system designers and acquisitions personnel will need to be able to highlight and discuss high-level design considerations; and senior leadership will need a lexicon for discussing cyber issues that maps high-level concerns across the varied disciplines they oversee. The Principles provide a unified mechanism for ensuring that everyone is on the same page by providing a single common language that is universally meaningful and that immediately conveys high-level cyber-security concerns.

Beyond providing this common language, the Principles also provide an introductory text for expanding cyber literacy. As discussed previously, future conflict will see a dramatic increase in
the need for cyber literacy from non-cyber specialists, and the Principles are well-suited to support training in this area. Practitioners versed in the Principles will understand the basic cyber-security considerations that come into play in every scenario and will know what questions to ask when confronted with new cyber-security challenges. Although each discipline will require more specialised training, the Principles provide a solid foundation of cyber literacy by creating a baseline applicable to all of cyber security.

Even among the technically trained, cyber security can be a muddy and poorly articulated discipline, with experts being largely self-taught, closely mentored, or innately gifted. While these methods of learning should not be discounted, they also do not and have not scaled with the need for cyber-security practitioners. The Principles can, therefore, also serve a pivotal role in the broader push for cyber-security training and readiness by providing a robust core of knowledge as the foundation for broader cyber-security education efforts.

**The Principles will provide a tool to adapt to the connected battlespace**

The Principles offer a powerful tool for cyber decision-makers to confront the uncertainty and insecurity of a highly-connected battlespace. Relying on established practices (or waiting for evidence-based practices to solidify) will not be a viable option for scenarios in which the status quo frequently gives way to disruption. In these scenarios, the best practice for confronting the unknown will be reliance on principled decision-making. The Principles provide a backstop against the future’s uncertainty by embedding a baseline, universal model for approaching any scenario.

In addition to providing a universal mental model, Principles-based analysis allows for the rapid consideration of security concerns in time-sensitive operational environments. Practitioners trained in the Principles can apply them in real time, by making tough, timely calls when decisiveness is critical.

More fundamentally, however, the Principles provide an easily accessible mental model for approaching the complexities of the connected battlespace. Even for well-known cyber-security problems, an established path forward is not always clear. Decision-makers need a sound basis for making judgment calls in these complicated scenarios. When faced with sufficiently complex systems, outcomes will never be entirely clear or predictable, and tools will be needed to aid decision-makers in confronting these complexities (Bar-Yam 2002). For a non-cyber example, physicians are frequently confronted with complex scenarios for which best practices are not clearly established; hence, the physicians are forced to make judgment calls. This skillset—combining training, experience, and fundamentals to approach complex situations—is a hallmark of the traditional ‘professions’ and is something that cyber security will need to confront the complexities of in the connected battlespace. While the Principles alone are not enough, they are an invaluable step in creating a class of cyber practitioners who can confront the complexities the future of cyber conflict will present.

**The Principles will help manage the growing influence of non-defence actors**

The Principles will provide a foundation for managing the growing influence of non-defence actors in defence decision-making by providing a language for communicating priorities, a tool for identifying and analysing vulnerabilities, and a model for adapting to operational insecurities.
Defence acquisitions is one key area the Principles can aid in this regard. The Principles provide numerous functions of critical importance to the acquisitions process, including identifying and communicating cyber-security priorities and standards, providing a consistent analysis for cyber security throughout system lifecycles, structuring the assessment of cyber-security systems and programs, and serving as a foundation for training and readiness for acquisitions personnel. The Principles’ adaptability and universality make them an ideal baseline for all cyber assessments in acquisitions, and the Principles’ accessibility and usability make them ideal for deployment among the vast array of cyber and non-cyber personnel needed.

Moreover, the Principles provide a broader, more holistic methodology for the management of cyber-security frameworks. As previously discussed, non-defence cyber-security frameworks are playing an increasingly important role in defence decision-making, despite being designed for non-defence environments. The Principles can help alleviate this misalignment by providing a high-level overlay onto these frameworks, one that allows defence decision-makers to think critically about how the application of non-defence frameworks should be contextualised for defence purposes. Although the framework may lay out a baseline set of controls, the Principles can be used to communicate higher-order priorities; to identify shortcomings and incongruities; and, therefore, to govern how those frameworks are ultimately implemented.

By understanding the high-level security concerns that decisions implicate, decision-makers will be empowered to think critically about the ramifications of their actions, and to take steps to address those ramifications. The Principles do not require the wholesale removal of non-defence perspectives from defence decision-making. Quite to the contrary, the principle Proportionality specifically makes room for the consideration of competing interests that cyber security implicates. Adopting the Principles will enhance defence decision-makers’ analysis of the trade-offs presented by the growing influence of non-defence perspectives and will provide tools to push back when necessary. Furthermore, the Principles provide a high-level framework for combatting the negatives presented. For instance, the Principles teach that when the scale and complexity of systems cannot be restrained (a failure of Minimization), practitioners should place greater reliance on Compartmentation, Comprehensivity, and Fault Tolerance.

The Principles are readily adopted
The Principles will prove valuable to the defence community because they provide a powerful cyber-security resource with minimal cost or disruption. They supplement, not supplant, existing cyber-security decision-making processes by filling a void in information security: the lack of foundational first principles. Adoption of the Principles neither requires abandoning existing cyber-security frameworks or policies, nor necessitates changing course on the trends identified above. No matter what decision-makers are currently doing, they can use the Principles, too, and will benefit from doing so. The Principles provide a lens for analysing current and future practices, at the same time that they provide a methodology for determining which practices are beneficial and which should be eliminated.

Moreover, because of the Principles’ foundational nature, they are easily incorporated across the spectrum of cyber-security training. The Principles are accessible regardless of technical expertise and are designed to be usable by anyone with a need or interest in cyber security. This accessibility means that the Principles are not just easily overlaid onto governing frameworks and policies, but
they are also easily incorporated throughout the communities in which they are adopted. Technical cyber-security specialists will not be lost in vague policy language that is difficult to parse and impractical to implement; nor will managers and policymakers be subjected to technical jargon and control-heavy standards that are difficult to understand in the context of their organisational function.

The Principles make room for non-cyber issues
Finally, despite the growing importance of cyber-security issues to defence decision-making, cyber security is certainly not the only issue and cyber is not the only warfighting domain. Cyber should not take up a disproportionate amount of decision-makers’ time and resources. The Principles allow for cyber decision-makers to understand, think about, and convey cyber-security priorities without getting bogged down in excessive detail or falling back to immature checklist-oriented approaches that assume all decisions can be made \textit{a priori}. Put simply, the Principles will do what needs to be done, and then they will get out of the way.

Conclusion
The Information Security Practice Principles represent a powerful addition to the defence community’s cyber-security and resiliency capability. Their foundational nature and universal applicability make them, among other things, an ideal basis for cyber-training and readiness, a common language for cyber-security communication, an analytical framework for cyber decision-making, and a core document for specification and assessment in cyber acquisitions. The challenges posed by future cyber conflict will require adaptive, principled human decision-making schooled in foundations of information security, and the Information Security Practice Principles offer an indispensable resource toward achieving that goal.
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Appendix A

The Information Security Practice Principles

1. Comprehensivity: Am I covering all of my bases?
   Identify and account for all relevant systems, actors, and risks in the environment.
   Related concepts: Complete Mediation, End-to-end Encryption, Reconnaissance, Inventory

2. Opportunity: Am I taking advantage of my environment?
   Take advantage of the actor relationships, material resources, and strategic opportunities available in the environment.
   Related concepts: Information Sharing, White Hat Testing, Deception, Common Tools

3. Rigor: What is correct behavior, and how am I ensuring it?
   Specify and enforce the expected states, behaviors, and processes governing the relevant systems and actors.
   Related concepts: Governance, Requirements, Monitoring, Audits

4. Minimization: Can this be a smaller target?
   Minimize the size, quantity, and complexity of what is to be protected, and limit externally facing points of attack.
   Related concepts: Attack Surface, Compactness, Data Minimization

5. Compartmentation: Is this made of distinct parts with limited interactions?
   Isolate system elements, and enable and control the interactions that are strictly necessary for their intended purposes.
   Related concepts: Modularity, Forward Secrecy, Least Privilege, Air Gapping, Cryptography

6. Fault Tolerance: What happens if this fails?
   Anticipate and address the potential compromise and failure of system elements and security controls.
   Related concepts: Resilience, Failsafe Defaults, Defense in Depth, Revocability

7. Proportionality: Is this worth it?
   Tailor security strategies to the magnitude of the risks, accounting for the practical constraints imposed by the mission and the environment.
   Related concepts: Risk Management and Acceptance, Usability

For more resources, visit: cacr.iu.edu/principles